Radiation Hormesis: Excited! About The Cure
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Put aside all misconceptions: radiation is not all harmful. In fact, it can be healing.
Natural radiation has existed on the earth since ancient times. Amazingly, when
radiation is low dose, living organisms actually experience healing: defense mechanisms
are activated and the result is healing.
This is the science known as radiation hormesis, one of the most exciting research
areas being given strong aitention in radiobiology today. But it's hardly new.
The idea that certain springs natural have miraculous healing power is, in fact, ancient.
For thousands of years, the ill and infirm have journeyed long distances seeking cures at
the waters of Bath in England, Badgastein in Austria, and countless other locations.
Marble palaces (still open for business) were built over the springs in Joachimstal in
what is now the Czech Republic, and luxurious spas sprouted like weeds in Hot Springs,
Arkansas, the most famous curative waters in the United States. The properties of these
waters have been valued so highly that in 1832 Congress established the Arkansas Hot
Springs as the first federal reservation, a forerunner of the national park system. Even
the military recognized the importance of these waters and established the Army and
Navy General Hospital there in 1879.
What is the connection?
in 1903, the discoverer of the electron, J.J. Thompson, discovered the presence of
radioactivity in well water. This led to the discovery by others that the waters in many of
the world's most famous health springs were also radioactive, due to the presence of
radium emanation - what we now cail radon gas - produced by radium in the ground
through which the waters flow.
Who could doubt that it must be the radioactivity that was responsible for the curative
properties of the health springs? Even US Surgeon General Dr. George H. Tomey,
wrote (ca. 1910) that "Relief may be reasonably expected at the Hot Springs in ...
various forms of gout and rheumatism, neuralgia; metallic or nla!ariai poisoning, chronic
Brights disease, gastric dyspepsia, chronic diarrhea, chronic skin lesions, etc."
Professor Bertram Boli.wood of Yale explained the scientific basis for the cures: the
radiosdivity was "can-rying electrical energy into the depths of tile body and there
5ub1ecting the juices, protoplasm, and nuclei of the cells"io an immediate bombardment
by explosions of electrical atoms," and that stimulated "cali activity, arousing all
secretory and excretory organs ... causing the system to throw off waste products," that
it was "an agent for the destruction of bacteria."
Radon was believed to be so important 'lO water that it was considered its life element.
Without it, water was dead. Radon was to water what oxygen was to air.
Yet today, mention radiation, or radon gas, and most people run the other way. What
happened between the advent of radiation hormesis, and the poor reputation of radiation
today?
The answer comes from Jay Gutierrez, a Native American Medicine Man, who, quite by
accident, discovered a secret deep within ·[he stones he has been mining for over 20
years in Northem Wyoming, and Utah. He began mining stone for jewelers, then took to
making jewelry himself. Amazingly, he began hearing stories from people who received
the jewelry - lumps in the breast disappeared; pain was gone. Gutierrez took some
stones to a lab and had them analyzed.
"I'm not into holistics and not into magic," Gutierrez began. ''I'm a helicopter mechanic by
trade. i have to know exactly how something works, to have proof. That's exactly what I
have spent the last decade or more doing: proving the results and finding out why the
stones heal.

Gutierrez even found doctors who used the stones with patients for all illnesses, and
confirmed good results.
"At this point, the science of radiation hormesis isn't in question; it works," stated
Gutierrez. "The way to distribute this information, and thus the availability of this healing,
is the challenge. "
Gutierrez shared his findings most recently at the Annual Alternative integrative
Medicine Association Meeting, in early June 2007, in Branson, Missouri.
What Gutierrez discovered is that certain mixtures of minerals in semiprecious stones
give off low-emission radiation - about 2mRem a day - as well as electricity.
"Hormesis is from the Greek word meaning "to excite:' Gutierrez explained. In
controlled and scientifically documented experiments, results show that in fact, low
doses of radiation excite the immune response to create amazingly healing benefits for
cancer, Crohns Disease, candida, diabetes and much more.
Gutierrez is not the first researcher to be excited about radiation hormesis. Noted
researcher Dr. Luckey also proposed the concept while teaching biochemistry at the
University of Missouri in the U.S. In 1982, he re-introduced radiation hormesis in an
academic society magazine (Health Physics) in the United States.
Dr. Luckey insisted that, while radiation in high doses exerted only adverse effects,
radiation in low doses, on the contrary, resulted in aging suppression, cancer
suppression, improvement of immune function, promotion of growth and an increase in
defense against disease.
Gutierrez is also not the first person to invent ways to distribute the benefits of radiation
hormesis. Devices were invented that could be used in the home to add radon to
drinking water, such as the popular Revigator, a "radioactive water crock" made of
radium-containing ore which held several gallons of water, came with its own spigot, and
had the following instructions on the side: "Fill jar every night. Drink freely."
In the 19205 and early 1930s, it was possible to purchase radium-containing salves,
beauty creams, toothpaste, ear plugs, chocolate bars, soap, suppositories, and even
contraceptives. Radium-containing pads that were applied to the body were especially
popular.
Radioactive quack. cures were aiso available, and, despit.e legal restrictions, these too
continued to be manufactured into the 1940$ and 19505. Unfortunately, these few gave
a bad reputation to the healing methodo~ogy of radiation hormesis, and soon all such
products, false and pure, feli under suspicion.
Further fear of radiation came after use of the atomic bomb in World War iI and the
subsequent development, testing, and stockpiling of very large numbers of nuclear
weapons. Scientists who wanted to stop further weapons testing promoted fear of all
radiation.
Today, most physicians are not aware of t~1e large amoun·l of research that has been
carried out over the past century all the positive effects of low dose radiation, especially
the beneficial hormetic effects. Not haVing been taught otherwise, nor having researched
the issue for themselves, they believe that radiation in any amount will only damage
cells, and that the resulting mutated cells could become cancers.
Gutierrez has a missBon to change ali that, and he has created a unique solution. Rather
than create a product around radiation hormesis, Gutierrez seils the stones he mines
himself, in three different varieties. Gutierrez uses a digital radiation detector to measure
exactiy the level of radiation aile can receive from each of his products. With his
mudpacks, he can adjust them to any energy level needed, noting that low dose is often
best

What Gutierrez has developed is natural, inexpensive, and simple to use radiation
hormesis, in three different choices of application: stones, mud packs and water stones.
The Stone heals three ways: 1) It provides a very low level of radiation hormesis. 2) It
absorbs a very small DC current, and 3) it puts out a very small DC current The Stone is
especially beneficial on painful areas, tumors, and lesions. The Stone puts Qut between
0.05 and 0.09 mRems/hr. The quartz in the Stone is pyroelectric and increases from 260
to about 380 milivolts when it is heated up_ Therefore, before applying the Stone, run it
under hot water for two to three minutes until it is warm or comfortably hot to the touch.
Place the Stone directly against the skirt Keep the Stone on the affected area as much
as possible. You cannot overdo it.
The Mud Packs emit between 1 and 2 mRemsJhr. Unlike the stones, the packs do not
have to be warm or hot to make them effective. Temperature will not vary the energy
level. Put a thin cotton material between the skin and the bag, and place the pack over
the effected area for at least eight hours a day (more is better) Sleeping with it is an
excellent way to get uninterrupted usage. If the packaging breaks or leaks it is not
dangerous to have skin contact.
The Water Stone puts out between 6 and 10 mRems/hr. Place the stone in a gallon of
water and let set overnight. The water will absorb the radiation and in turn will put out
about 0.06 mRemsJhr as it goes through the body. The period of internal effectiveness is
approXimately 3hrs. Any water can be used, and there is no change in its effectiveness
refrigerated or not. When beginning, it is suggested that you drink one to two glasses a
day until your body has adjusted. After this period, drink all your water treated if desired.
"When you start, it is not uncommon for an aggravation period on the area of between 2
and 30 days. Other detoxification symptoms can also be expected for the first 1-4 days
such as nausea, headaches, slight fever, dizziness etc. This is a sign of the healing
reaction that your own body is orchestrating. Other effects usually include good sleep
and increased energy.
Keep in mind that the radiation treatments we hear of today for cancer apply high doses
to local regions of the body. From this application, it is generally believed that radiation
in any amount will only create damage. However, research over the past century points
to the benefits of low-dose radiation and considerable evidence shows that total or half
body !ow~dose irradiation may do exactly the opposite: significantly delay the
progression of cancer, leading to a reduction in cancer mortality without symptomatic
side effects.
Could the cure be rright beneath our feet,
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treasure waiting to be mined?

Gutierrez still mines a~d cuts ail the IPlfe(;iou$ stoneslhimseif, de!hrers them to
doctors and p<itients, and keeps traiCk of data he ll'eceivE/s as feedbacko YOlA Caln
visit his website at
and email him for more details.

